Impact of COVID-19 on Pain Medicine Fellowship Training

To the Editor

Typically, the fourth quarter of the academic year brings with it the excitement of impending graduation for pain fellows, along with their preparation for independent practice. The last few months are spent fine-tuning skills, creating one’s own style of practice, and gaining confidence in the practice of pain medicine. Thus, an additional challenge amidst the COVID-19 pandemic is helping prepare fellows to advance to graduation in a restricted environment that limits their typical end of year activities.

Pain medicine is a multidisciplinary, multidimensional specialty. Fellowship training includes learning technical skills to perform delicate procedures, proper physical exam maneuvers, and the art of having difficult conversations. With creativity, distance learning, and collaboration all of these can continue on, in spite of, social distancing measures. And, while we all agree that nothing fully replaces hands-on training, there are still significant opportunities for remote learning. Thanks to improved technology, fellows can learn through online platforms. Interactive journal clubs, webinars, and lectures are possible via online webconferencing systems. And these opportunities do not have to be program specific. Through online collaboration, programs can pool resources and education may be multi-institutional. If logistical challenges arise, scheduled fellowship lectures can be recorded and a follow-up conference call arranged.

There is particular concern with regard to neuromodulation training. Recent
graduating pain fellows reported deficits in spinal cord stimulation (SCS) education, identifying poor SCS case volume (38.5%), the lack of SCS curriculum (30.8%), and lack of faculty with SCS expertise (23.1%) as important barriers to their projected future use of these procedures. An online neuromodulation curriculum called “Pain Rounds” may be a solution. Pain Rounds was developed based on a needs assessment of the national pain medicine fellowship program directors and focus groups with graduating pain fellows. The curriculum includes expert video interviews, cadaver lab demonstrations, content reviews, case-based discussions, and interactive “games” in which decision-making is tested. There are additional neuromodulation educational videos available through other platforms, including those from multiple pain medicine societies, which can be integrated into the fellowship didactic plan.

Thankfully, in addition to the above options, the field of pain medicine has recognized that current fellows will be seeking additional hands-on experience to supplement their fellowship year. To that end, preparations are underway to provide opportunities for future fellows. Through our pain medicine societies, in addition to our industry partners, additional cadaver lab and practical skills sessions will be available to interested individuals.

Lastly, and very importantly, fellows should identify mentors and colleagues in their practice and community that are accessible and with whom they are comfortable. These relationships will allow discussion of opportunities and challenges, and development of skills as confidence grows.

It is nearly universal among graduating fellows to feel some anxiety about independent practice without faculty oversight. Many will feel unprepared for that transition, even in a typical year. Commonly, the first few months as an attending are spent finding a comfort zone. The curtailed training of this year will likely heighten this feeling, especially for fellows who feel they have not done enough of certain procedures or surgeries. However, for the vast majority of fellows, they will have developed the core skills and techniques necessary to perform at an appropriate level. Learning how to apply those techniques in new or challenging circumstances is a lifelong endeavor as a pain physician, although with a steeper curve in early career stages. The field of pain medicine, including fellowship programs, national organizations, and industry, recognizes that this is a difficult and atypical situation, and will be working hard to ensure fellows and early practice physicians are comfortable and prepared for the next step.
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